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The Tarsoly 
 
The tarsoly (pronounced tar-SHOY) is a pouch characteristic of the ancient Magyar peoplesi of the 
Carpathian Basin of Eastern Europeii, a confederation of which became the Principality of Hungary in AD 
895 or 896. 
 

 
The author’s own tarsoly, brown and blue cowhide with gilded hardware. 
 
We have evidence of substantial contact between the Magyar and Viking peoples, particularly between 
Swedish Rus Vikings. Archaeological grave finds in Birka, Sweden, have revealed typical Magyar 
accoutrements such as belt mounts and tips (many re-worked into pendants), Magyar-type quivers and 



archery thumb rings, and complete tarsolysiii. There are obvious Magyar artifacts in burials Bj93, Bj904, 
and Bj154iv. 
 

 
                         Belt and tarsoly found at Birka, from Swedish History Museumv 
  
I was asked to contribute to a kingdom-wide project called Team Norse, to create historically-accurate 
Viking Age clothing for Count Gareth and Countess Juliana’s reign in Æthelmearc, AS 52. The project 
needed a belt and pouch for King Gareth, and a bag for Queen Juliana. I chose to make a tarsoly pouch 
from Birka, as they are documentable to the period we were aiming for. 
 
To make my replica, I first sourced hardware from a well-regarded vendor, Armour & Castings in the 
Ukraine. They produce replica hardware of this find alreadyvi and I have used their products in the past, 
so I know their quality. I also procured red and white commercially tanned and finished cowhide for the 
body of the pouch, ensuring the vibrant red and white needed to represent Æthelmearc, and also 
ensuring that no pigments would rub off onto garb. 
 
Construction of a tarsoly is straightforward: one piece of leather forms the back of the pouch and the front 
flap, a second piece forms the front of the pocket, and a rectangular gusset is sewn in between. Finally 
straps for the belt loop and closure are added, and the metal hardware installed. To give the piece a more 
finished look, edging is often sewn to all exposed edges.  
 



I chose to make this pouch somewhat larger than extant pieces, to accommodate modern necessities 
such as a smartphone, keys, and wallet. 
 

 
Completed tarsoly for Count Gareth of Æthelmearc 
 
A final note on tarsolys: every single one I have made (over ten thus far) with mounts on the closure 
strap have been extremely awkward, if not downright difficult, to open and close. It’s a two‐hand job. I 
do not recommend this type of pouch if you plan to keep things in it you will need to access a lot. 
Opening it more than once or twice a day is, quite frankly, onerous. Either get one without mounts on 
the strap – maybe just the tip – or don’t plan to be in and out of it a lot.  
 



 
Side view of completed tarsoly 
 

 
A tarsoly of more historically accurate materials and size, made for King Sven of Æthelmearc 
 
 
 



Hedeby Bag 
 
There’s not a lot of evidence that I’ve found, at least for Scandinavian Vikings, to have belt pouches. 
Eastern Vikings, sure – the Birka pouch from Sweden, many, many tarsolys from Russia – but very little 
from Denmark, Norway, Iceland, the Danelaw, etc. Seems like it mostly just wasn’t a thing. But people 
have stuff, and they need to keep it somewhere, so they had to have had something. Enter the Hedeby 
bag. 
 
The evidence for this bag comes from fourteen finds in the harbor of the German city of Haithabu 
(Hedeby in English). For a long time, archaeologists didn’t know what they were for. Eventually, someone 
compared them to similar items from the Sami peoples, who lived in the arctic areas of Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, and the Russian Kola Peninsula going back some 5,000 years (Wikipedia article on Sami 
people).  
 
Excerpts from Florian Westphal’s Die Holzfunde von Haithabu, edited by Tomáš Vlasatý, show several 
examples of the Hedeby handle finds, as well as examples of Sami culture bag handles. Many of these 
exist in museums now. 
 

 
 
 
Anyways, I needed one. So I made one. Actually, I have made over a dozen so far, all of leather and from 
handles I made. I have found them to be excellent pieces of gear. Myself, my wife, and my son all carry 
one now. Here is mine: 



 
 
Lightweight vegetable tanned leather, cherry handles finished with tung oil, and an inkle-woven strap of 
wool, with a gold-plated buckle and tip of Scandinavian origin (I simply CANNOT resist an opportunity to 
add bling to something). 



 

 
 
This leather took stamping extremely poorly, which is why I gave up after only a few rows of geometric 
stamping. It had been my intention to cover the face of the bag with decoration. As the front and back 
panels of this bag are 12″x12″, I’d have been stamping for a while, so maybe this was one of those happy 
accidents… 
 
As you lift the bag by its strap, the weight of the bag causes the top to close up, keeping the handles flat 
against each other and securing it quite nicely. To get something from the bag, you must lift it up to take 
the pressure off the handles, at which point they pull open effortlessly. Quite an elegant design. 
 
According to the Hedeby excavation records one example (HbH.119.003) had yarn or fabric looped 
through the slots. Whether this indicates that the bag was held on by textile straps or cords, or the bag 
was entirely constructed of textile, I do not know. Most examples of these bags are made of wool, 
however, I’m a leatherworker so I use leather. 
 

 
 



Hedeby Quiver 
 
Viking Age quiver found in Hedeby. The most interesting feature, one which we have no reason to have 
today, is that the top rolls up to cover the arrows. This would have been vitally important, as the Vikings 
didn’t have modern glues, but rather would have stuck their fletchings on with pine pitch, hide glue, or 
some other sticky natural compound, and then tied them on with silk thread (if they could get it), sinew, or 
hempen cord. These would have been horribly vulnerable to wetness, dirt, etc. and so would have 
needed to be cared for much more carefully than we do with modern arrows. 
 
The following pictures are of the fragments of quivers found in the harbor of Hedeby, as shown in 
Ausgrabungen in Haithabu, Volume 21: Die Lederfunde von Haithabu (The Leather Finds of Hedeby), by 
Willy Groenman-van Waateringevii. A complete electronic copy of this book is available on my blog, 
www.snorri.blog. This is what I have patterned my quivers on. 
 
Having now used one of these for two years, I find it to be an excellent piece of gear. My arrows don’t fall 
out during travel, and it holds well over two dozen arrows. The heavy leather body protects my shafts, 
and the roll-up top is a constant source of comment and looks from other archers. 
 

 
The author’s own quiver. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 





Birka Wallet 
 
These finds, of which there are four definite and twenty possible examples found in over twenty different 
graves, is called the Birka Wallet because Birka is the only place they have been found. The position of 
them in the graves suggests that they were carried inside clothing, not on a belt. Further, they have no 
straps or loops with which to suspend it from a belt (although it could have been suspended by the fold). 
Several of the found examples were discovered with coins inside; two had fur on the inside. 
 

 
 
The central opening gives access to large pouches in the body and flap. The body has multiple pockets of 
varying depths available on the outside when it is opened.  
 
They were decorated by weaving strips of gold-leafed leather into the body of the wallet, resulting in a 
checkerboard pattern. The small loops along the edges were also gilt.  
 



 
Reproduction of a Birka wallet 
 
This pouch, as well, I feel to be of limited use to the modern reenactor. Certainly you could transplant all 
your mundane wallet contents into this (actually that would be awesome) but you still would need to carry 
it in something else. Tucking it in your shirt or tunic is one options, or if you’re already carrying a Hedeby 
bag, this would be great inside that. But, by itself, this is less useful than a belt pouch or a shoulder bag. 
  



Gokstad Backpack 
  
Two oak planks found in the ship burial mound at Gokstad, Norway, have been interpreted as a 
backpack. 

 
 
 
Both plates are oval with straight long edges and semicircular short edges. They are practically of equal 
dimensions. The upper is 48 cm long and 18.9 cm wide. This last measure does not include the small 
protrusion of the edge at the rectangular hole on the upper side, which is a later deformation. The plate is 
not symmetrical, as it is right side is 3mm narrower than its left side. 
 
The holes in the bottom piece lend themselves easily to sewing, indicating a tube-shaped piece of 
something was attached. Leather or birchbark are often used in reproductions. Other reproductions use 
wicker, but this is, in my opinion, incorrect. If this was a wicker basket, there would be no need for the 
second set of holes around the perimeter. It is also likely that some trace of the remains of the upright 
sticks for the weaving would still be in some of the holes; nothing like this was found. The bottom also has 
two holes for a backpack strap to be attached.  
 
The top piece has obvious holes for two leather hinges and a latching thong. 



The top piece also has some interesting carvings on it, which I’m not going to cover in this class. 
 

 
Reproduction of one possible interpretation of the Gokstad backpack. 
 
This backpack is a perfect period container for a feast kit or a picnic lunch, or if you’re planning on doing 
some serious shopping. The size could easily be scaled up or down to meet your needs.  



 
 

 
 



 
 

 



Lyre-shaped Pouch 
 

 
 
Bags that are now called “lyre-shaped pouches” were found in Birka, Sweden, in at least 5 graves, 3 of 
which were men's graves. One bag (BJ 949) was possibly made of squirrel fur, with the fur on the outside 
of the bag. Other similar finds have been discovered in Grobin, Lettland. Norra, Abyggeby, Gastrikland. 
Austers, Gotland.Tankeeva. Eura, Finnland. (Graslund 1984) 
 
The places where it has been found clearly mark it as mainly an Eastern Viking type of accessory, but 
given the extensive travel for trade and raid that we know Viking age peoples engaged in, this could be 
worn by anyone. It is also a very uncommon pouch to see worn in reenactment circles. Very few vendors 
sell hardware for this type of pouch, so be prepared to do some fabrication if you want one.  



 
A reproduction of a Birka lyre-shaped pouch 
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